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INTRODUCTION
The notion of Frobenius splitting for algebraic varieties was introduced
w xby Mehta]Ramanathan in M-R where they proved that the flag ¤ariety
Ž .GrB and more generally GrQ and its Schubert varieties are Frobenius
iŽ .split. As a consequence they obtained the vanishing of H X, L , i ) 0,
where X is a Schubert variety in GrB, and L an ample line bundle on
Ž w x w x w x.GrB. Further geometric results were deduced cf. M-S , R , K-R as
w xconsequences of Frobenius splitting. In M-R , to prove results for GrB,
Ž w x.one is required to use the Bott]Samelson scheme of G cf. D .
In this paper, we prove the Frobenius-split property for GrB, G being
classical or simple of type G , without requiring the Bott]Samelson2
scheme. We then consider blow ups and Frobenius splitting, and show the
connection to Wahl's conjecture. Below, we make these more precise.
w xFirst, we recall one key result from M-R which has much relevance to
this paper. Let X be a smooth projective variety over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic p ) 0. Let K denote its canonical class.X
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w x Ž w x .A Key Result from M-R cf. M-R , Proposition 7
Suppose s is a section of Ky1 which is a normal crossing divisor at someX
closed point P g X. Then s py1 gives rise to a splitting of O “ F#O ,X X
where F: X “ X is the absolute Frobenius morphism induced by f ‹ f p,
f g O .X
w xIn M-R , such a section is exhibited for the Bott]Samelson scheme Z of
G. Then using the proper birational morphism Z “ GrB, it is proved that
GrB is Frobenius-split.
Ž .In this paper, we first introduce the weaker notion of residual normal
Ž .crossing at a closed point cf. Section 1 . We then observe that the proofs
w xof Propositions 7 and 8 in M-R imply the validity of the above key result
Žif s is just a residual normal crossing at a closed point. We then exhibit cf.
. y1Section 4 a section of K which is a residual normal crossing at eG r B id
Ž .here, e is the point of GrB corresponding to the coset B , G beingid
Ž w x w x .classical or simple of type G using the results of L-S , L , and2 2 2
Ž .conclude the Frobenius-split property for GrB cf. Theorem 4.3 . In fact,
this section has maximum order of vanishing at e equal to dim GrB.id
More generally, given a parabolic subgroup Q, we exhibit a section of
Ky1 which is a residual normal crossing at e with the said property inG r Q id
the key result above.
We also give one application of Frobenius splittings and blow ups to
wWahl's conjecture in arbitrary characteristics Wahl's conjecture in charac-
Ž w x.teristic 0 was proved Kumar cf. K using representation-theoretic tech-
xniques . To be more precise, let X be a homogeneous space in characteris-
Ž .tic p ) 0. Let D denote the diagonal in X = X. Let B X = X be the
blow up of X = X along D with exceptional divisor E.
Ž .Conjecture. E is compatibly split in B X = X , or equivalently there
Žexists a splitting of X = X which has maximum multiplicity along D. See
.Section 2 for details.
Here, by ``maximum multiplicity'' we mean the following: Given a
Ž .subvariety Y of dimension d of a smooth projective variety X, if s is a
1yp Ž .section of K vanishing generically along Y to order ) d p y 1 , thenX
Ž .it can be seen by local computations that s is not a splitting of X. Hence
we say that a sub¤ariety Y is compatible split by s with maximum multiplicity
Ž .if s vanishes to order d p y 1 generically along Y.
Note that for X s GrB, G semisimple, the above conjecture is a
Ž w x.strengthening of Ramanatahan's result cf. R that D is compatibly split
Žin X = X. We have been able to verify the above conjecture by hand
. Ž .computations for G s SL n , n F 6. The main result of this paper
Ž y1namely, there is a section of K which induces a splitting of GrB, andG r B
.which has maximum multiplicity at e seems to provide a positiveid
evidence to the above conjecture.
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In Section 3, we show that the above conjecture implies Wahl's conjec-
ture on the surjectivity of the Gaussian map.
The sections are organized as follows. in Section 1, we recall some basic
results on Frobenius splitting. In Section 2, we discuss Frobenius splittings
and blow-ups. As an application of Frobenius splittings and blow-ups, we
Žindicate in Section 3, a proof of Wahl's conjecture assuming the truth
.of the above conjecture . In Section 4, we construct a section of
0Ž y1 .H GrB, K which is a residual normal crossing at e . In Section 5,G r B id
we give an independent proof of the Frobenius-split property for any GrQ
0Ž y1 .by exhibiting a section of H GrQ, K which is a residual normalG r Q
crossing at e .id
1. FROBENIUS SPLITTING
Ž .We first recall the definition of and the basic facts on Frobenius
Ž w x.splitting cf. M-R . Let X be a smooth projective variety over an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ) 0. Let F: X “ X be the
absolute Frobenius morphism induced by f ‹ f p for all f g O . ThisX
induces an injection i#: O “ F#O .X X
DEFINITION 1.1. X is called a Frobenius split variety if i# splits, i.e., if
there exists a morphism s : F#O “ O such that s ( i# s Identity.X X
DEFINITION 1.2. Let I be an ideal sheaf in O corresponding to aX
subvariety Y of X. Then Y is said to be compatibly split in X if
Ž Ž ..s F# I ; I.
Ž w x .PROPOSITION 1.3 cf. M-R , Proposition 4 . Let f : X “ Y be a mor-
phism of ¤arieties with f#O s O . If X is Frobenius split then so is Y. If XX Y 1
Ž .is a compatibly split sub¤ariety of X, then Y s f X is compatible split in Y.1 1
w x1.4. In M-R , a local criterion for Frobenius splitting is given; we now
recall this briefly. A section s : F#O “ O is a global section of F#OUX X X
Ž . 0Ž U .s Hom F#O , O . But note that we have by Serre duality, H X, F#OX X X
nŽ .Uis isomorphic to H X, K m F#O . By the projection formula theX X
nŽ U .Ulatter is isomorphic to H X, F#F K . As F# is an affine morphismX
nŽ U .Uwe obtain a semilinear isomorphism of the latter with H X, F K sX
nŽ p .U Ž U p .H X, K since F K is naturally isomorphic to K . Then by SerreX X X
0Ž 1yp.duality again we obtain that the latter is isomorphic to H X, K .X
w xIn fact Proposition 5 of M-R gives a functorial isomorphism between
the sheaves F#K 1yp and F#OU. Hence a criterion for the variety to beX X
Frobenius split can be translated in terms of global sections of F#K 1yp asX
given by the following proposition.
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Ž w x .PROPOSITION 1.5 cf. M-R , Proposition 6 . Let X be a smooth projecti¤e
¤ariety o¤er an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p ) 0. Then X is
0Ž 1yp.Frobenius split if and only if there exists a section s g H X, K whoseX
1yp Ã Ž .image in K m O for some P g X , has a power series expansion withO PP
py1 Ž . py1respect to some local parameters in which the term x r dx occurs with
a nonzero coefficient.
w x Ž w xProposition 7 of M-R which is alluded as ``A key result from M-R '' in
. y1the introduction asserts that if K has a section s which is a normalX
Žcrossing divisor here by a normal crossing divisor one means that all
coordinate planes are involved in the divisor unlike the classical definition
.where just a part of the coordinate planes is sufficient at some point
py1 Ž .P g X, then s is a splitting up to a nonzero constant factor . In the
following we strengthen this by proving that if Ky1 has a section which is aX
Ž .residually normal crossing divisor definition appears below at a point
Ž .P g X, then the p y 1 -th power of this section gives a splitting.
DEFINITION 1.6. A divisor D defined by f s 0 on an open neighbor-0
hood of 0 g k n is said to have residually normal crossing at 0 if there exists
 4 ww xxa coordinate system x , . . . , x and functions f , . . . , f g k x , . . . , x1 n 1 ny1 1 n
Ž Ž ..such that f ’ x f mod x , . . . , x for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, where fi iq1 iq1 1 i n
s 1.
Ž .Remark 1.7. i A normal crossing divisor is a residually normal
crossing divisor if and only if it has multiplicity n, i.e., the components of
the divisor form a regular system of parameters.
Ž .ii For n s 2, residual normal crossing is equivalent to normal
crossing.
Ž .iii For n G 3, there are divisors which are residually normal cross-
ing but not normal crossing. A simple example is provided by the divisor
Ž . 3x x y yz s 0 in k .
Ž .iv One can define the residually normal crossing divisors in a
more general way. In the definition above one may require f to be a unitk
for some k F n. This way one can extend the concept of normal crossing
divisor to residually normal crossing divisor. Since we work only with
Žresidually normal crossing divisors of ``maximal type'' exhausting all the
.variables we defined it in this fashion.
As a straightforward consequence of the proofs of Propositions 7 and 8
w xof M-R , we obtain the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let X be a smooth projecti¤e ¤ariety and D ; X be an
effecti¤e di¤isor corresponding to a section s of Ky1. If P g D is a point of XX
such that D has residually normal crossing at P, then s py1 gi¤es a splitting
of X.
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2. BLOW-UPS AND FROBENIUS SPLITTINGS
Let X be a nonsingular variety and Y a nonsingular subvariety of
Ž . w Ž .codimension d G 2. Let B X denoted by B X , if no confusion isY
x 0Ž 1yp.possible be the blow up of X along Y. Given a section s of H X, K X
which gives a splitting, in this section, we give a necessary and sufficient
Ž . Žcondition for s to extend to a splitting of B X resp. a splitting whichY
.compatibly splits the exceptional divisor E .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be Frobenius split by an element s g
0Ž 1yp.H X, K .X
Ž . Ž .Ž .a s ¤anishes to order at least d y 1 p y 1 generically along Y if
Ž .and only if s extends to a splitting s of B X .1
Ž . Ž .b s ¤anishes to order d p y 1 generically along Y if and only if E is
Ž .compatibly split by s in B X .1
Ž .Proof. Let p : B X “ X be the birational blowing up morphism.
Ž .Then the canonical bundles of B X and X are related by
K s p U K q d y 1 E.Ž . Ž .BŽ X . X
Dually,
p y 1 c B X s p U p y 1 c X y p y 1 d y 1 E.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1
Ž . py1Hence an element of c X remains regular as a section of1
Ž Ž .. py1 Ž .Ž .c B X if and only if it vanishes to order at least d y 1 p y 11
Ž .generically along Y. Similarly for E to be compatibly split in B X , it is
necessary and sufficient for the original section to vanish up to order
Ž .d p y 1 along Y.
0Ž 1yp. Ž .Remark 2.2. If s g H X, K vanishes to order ) d p y 1 alongX
a subvariety Y of codimension d for some 1 F d F n y 1, then s is not a
splitting of X. This can be easily seen by local computations. Hence we say
that a sub¤ariety is compatibly split by s with maximum multiplicity if s
Ž .vanishes to order d p y 1 generically along Y.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f : X “ Y be a proper morphism of smooth ¤ari-
eties with f#O s O . Let X ; X be a smooth sub¤ariety such that f isX Y 1
Ž .smooth submersi¤e along X . If X splits X compatibly with maximum1 1
multiplicity, then the induced splitting of Y has maximum multiplicity along
Ž .f X .1
Proof. By restricting to the complement of a codimension G 2 subset
Ž .of Y, we may assume that Y [ f X is smooth. By the previous proposi-1 1
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Ž .tion, it suffices to prove that the blow up B Y of Y along Y is split1
Ž . Ž .compatibly with the exceptional E Y . By assumption, the blow up B X
Ž .of X along X splits the exceptional E X compatibly. Hence it suffices1
Ž . Ž . Ž .to show that the rational map B f : B X “ B Y induces an equality,
Ž .B f #O s O . After localizing at the generic points of the excep-BŽ X . BŽY .
Ž Ž ..tional divisors we obtain a morphism S “ R where S ; k B Y is the
Ž . Ž . Ž .local ring of B Y along E Y and R is the local ring of B X along
Ž .E X . The hypotheses on f imply that the morphism S “ R is a local
Ž Ž ..morphism of discrete valuation rings. As k B Y l R s S, any function
Ž . Ž .on B Y which is generically regular along E X is generically regular
Ž . Ž .long E Y . Hence B f #O s O .BŽ X . BŽY .
2.4. Let X be a homogeneous space in char p ) 0 and consider X = X
Ž .with diagonal D. Let B X = X be the blow-up of X = X along D with
exceptional divisor E.
Ž .Conjecture. E is compatibly split in B X = X , or equivalently there
exists a splitting of X = X which has maximum multiplicity along D.
3. AN APPLICATION
As an application of the above conjecture we prove that the above
Ž w x.conjecture implies the conjecture of J. Wahl cf. W below on the
surjectivity of the Gaussian map. This has been proved in characteristic 0
Ž w x.by S. Kumar cf. K using representation-theoretic techniques. Let X s
GrP, where G is a complex semisimple group, and P is a parabolic
subgroup. Let L and L be ample line bundles on X. Let L m L1 2 1 2
denote the external tensor product pU L m pU L on X = X. Let I be1 1 2 2 D
Ž w x.the ideal sheaf of the diagonal D ; X = X. Then Wahl cf. W consid-
Ž .ered the natural map he referred to it as the Gaussian map :
f : H 0 X = X , I m L m L “ H 0 X , V1 m L m LŽ .Ž . Ž .L , L D 1 2 X 1 21 2
induced by the projection
I “ I rI 2 ( V1 .D D D X
w xIn W , Wahl had conjectured the following:
Wahl's Conjecture. The Gaussian map f is surjective.L , L1 2
We sketch a proof of this assuming the conjecture of the previous
section. As the homogenous space GrP is defined over Spec Z, it suffices
to prove that the Gaussian map is surjective after reduction modulo
infinitely many primes. In fact we prove that f is surjective moduloL , L1 2
every odd prime.
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An easy reduction shows that we can assume L s L , say L . Let1 2
Ž .B X = X be the blow up of the diagonal D with the exceptional divisor E.
Ž .We further denote by L m L on B X = X , the pull back of L m L from
X = X. Recall the following facts:
Ž . 0Ž Ž .. 0Ž Ž . Ž .i H X = X, I m L m L ( H B X = X , L m L mD
Ž ..O yE .BŽ X=X .
Ž . 0Ž 1 . 0Ž Ž . Ž . < .ii H X, V m L m L ( H E, L m L m O yE .EX BŽ X=X .
Ž . Ž .iii B X = X can be identified with the closure of the triple
Ž . Ž . < Ž .x, y, l g X = X = G 2, n q 1 x / y and x, y g l, where G 2, n q 1 is
Ž 0Ž .U . n4the Grassmannian of lines in P H X, L s P .
Ž . Ž .iv The morphism from B X = X defined by the line bundle
Ž . Ž . Ž .L m L m O yE coincides with the projection p : B X = X “BŽ X=X .
Ž .G 2, n q 1 .
Ž . nv It is well known that the ideal sheaf of X in P is generated by
Ž w x w x.quadrics cf. L-S , R .2
Ž . Ž . ŽFact v above implies that the projection map p : B X = X “ G 2,
. Ž Ž .. Ž .n q 1 is generically of degree 2. Let T s p B X = X , and S s p E .
Ž . <It follows from iii that p : E “ S is birational with connected fibersE
when the characteristic of the base field is different from 2. In fact the
< 1 Ž .fibers of p are either points or P 's. Let p : B X = X “ T be theE 0 0
Stein factorization of p and S ; T be the image of E.0 0
By the conjecture of the previous section, E is compatibly split in
Ž .B X = X . Since p is the Stein factorization, we have p #O ( O .0 0 BŽ X=X . T0
Hence T is Frobenius split and S is compatibly split. Also S is normal0 0 0
w x <by M-S because the fibers of p are connected, and S is FrobeniusE0 0
Ž .split. Hence we conclude from iv that
L m L m O yE ( p U M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .BŽ X=X . 0
Ž .where M is the pull back of O 1 , hence is an ample line bundle onGŽ2, nq1.
w xT . As S is compatibly split in T and M is ample, the results of M-R0 0 0
imply that
H 0 T , M “ H 0 S , M m OŽ . Ž .0 0 S0
is surjective. Hence we obtain,
H 0 B X = X , L m L m O yEŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .BŽ X=X .
0 <“ H E, L m L m O yEŽ . Ž .Ž .EBŽ X=X .
Ž . Ž .is surjective. Now Wahl's conjecture follows from i and ii .
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0Ž .4. THE SECTION F g H G r B, L2 r
Let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group defined over
an algebraically closed field k. Let T be a maximal torus in G, and W the
Weyl group. Let R be the system of roots of G relative to T. Let B be a
Ž q.Borel subgroup of G, where B > T. Let S resp. R be the set of simple
Ž .resp. positive roots of R relative to B. For a g R, let s be the reflectiona
with respect to a . For b g Rq, let E , F the elements of the Chevalleyb b
Ž . Žbasis for g s Lie G , corresponding to b , yb , respectively. For generali-
w x.ties on algebraic groups, one may refer to B .
It is well known that
Ky1 s L ,G r B 2 r
where
2 r s b .Ý
qbgR
Ž .Let l be a character of T or B which is dominant. Let L be thel
0Ž .associated line bundle on GrB. Let V be the G-module H GrB, L .l
Then one knows that V can be identified as
<V s f : G “ k f gb s l b f g , b g B , g g G . 1 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now V is also a g-module. Given X g g , we identify X with the
corresponding right invariant vector field D on G. Thus, if ¤ g VX
corresponds to a function f on G as above, then we have D f s Xf.X
Let Uy be the unipotent part of the Borel subgroup By, opposite to B.
We can identify Uy as an affine open subset containing e . Recall thatid
Uys U , U f G . 2Ž .Ł yb yb a
qbgR
 q4 Ž .We denote by x , b g R , the canonical coordinate system given by 2 .b
If f g V, then denoting the restriction of f to Uy by f X, we note that the
evaluations of › f Xr› x and F f , b g Rq, at e coincide.b b id
² :4.1. Let us fix a dominant weight l. Let , denote the canonical
0Ž . 0Ž .k w 0Ž .kpairing on H GrB, L = H GrB, L . Here, H GrB, L: de-l c l
0Ž .. x Ž .notes the linear dual of H GrB, L . For G classical resp. G , a basisl 2
0Ž . Ž .for H GrB, L v being a fundamental weight consisting of weightv dd
Ž . w x Ž w x .vectors for the action of T is constructed in L-S resp. L . This basis2 1
Žis indexed by certain pairs of Weyl group elements called admissible
. w x  4pairs . Following the notation in L-S , we shall denote this basis by p .2 t , f
Ž Ž .This basis includes the extremal weight vectors of weight yw v , w gd
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. Ž .W , the corresponding admissible pairs being simply w, w , w g W. In the
sequel, we shall denote an extremal weight vector p by just p . Wew , w w
 4 0Ž .k  4shall denote by Q the basis of H GrB, L dual to p .t , f v t , fd0Ž . X < yFor f g H GrB, L , let us denote f s f . Let us fix a total orderUl
on Rq. Then in the power series expansion for f X in the local coordinates
x , b g Rq, a typical monomial x n1 ??? x nr will occur with a nonzerob b b1 r
coefficient if and only if F n1 ??? F nr f s cp , c g kU. Nowb b id1 r
F n1 ??? F nr f s cp , c g kUb b id1 r
² n1 nr :m F ??? F f , Q / 0b b id1 r
² nr n1 : Ž ² :.m f , F ??? F Q / 0 by g-invariance of , .b b idr 1
Hence, taking f s p , we obtaint , f
² n1 nr :F ??? F f , Q / 0.b b id1 r
m Q occurs with a nonzero coefficient in the expression for F nr ???t , f b r
F n1 Q as a linear combination of the Q 's. Thus we obtain the followingb id u , d1
proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Gi¤en p a monomial x n1 ??? x nr occurs with at , f b b1 r
nonzero coefficient in pX , if and only if Q Occurs with a nonzerot , f t , f
coefficient in the expression for F nr ??? F n1 Q as a linear combination of theb b idr 1
Q 's.u , d
0Ž .4.3. In the following, we are going to exhibit an F g H GrB, L2 r
such that F has residual normal crossing at e ; further, it has maximumid
multiplicity at e . In the discussion below, we shall follow the notations inid
w xBou to denote the elements of R.
Type Al
n Ž . Ž .Let V s k n s l q 1 , and G s SL V . It is well known that W may
be identified with the symmetric group S . For 1 F d F n y 1, let P ben d
the maximal parabolic subgroup corresponding to ``omitting a ,'' and Wd Pd
the Weyl group of P . Then W Pd, ``the set of minimal representatives ofd
Ž .WrW in W '' may be identified with i , . . . , i , 1 F i - i - ??? - iP 1 d 1 2 dd
4F n .
A.1. The Elements F , b g Rq, in the Che¤alley Basis for gb
It is well known that
g s sl n .Ž .
For b s e y e , F is simply the elementary matrix E , with 1 at thei j b ji
Ž .thj, i place, and 0 elsewhere.
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0Ž .A.2. The Section F g H GrB, L2 r
Ž . Žd.For w g W, we shall denote p w by w , where p is the canonicald d
map W “ WrW . For w g W, we shall denote by pŽd. the extremalP wd
0Ž . Ž .weight vector in H GrB, L of weight yw v . In fact, in the linearv dd
 4  Žd. Pd4 qcase, our basis p is simply p , w g W . For b g R , say b s e yt , f w i
Ž .e , in the sequel we shall denote s by just i, j , and the affine coordinatej b
x by x .b Ž i, j.
Žd. Žd. 0Ž .We are going to choose two elements f , f in H GrB, L ,1 2 v d
Žny1. 0Ž .1 F d - n y 1, and one element f in H GrB, L so that F s1 v ny 1Žd. w Žny1.Ł f will have residual normal crossing at e . Here, f s pl, d l id 2 id
Ž y. xwhich of course is ’ 1 on U . Set
f Žd. s pŽd. , f Žd. s pŽd. ,1 w 2 w1 , d 2 , d
where w , w are given as follows.1, d 2, d
Case 1. n is even, say n s 2m.
For d - m
w s 1, 2 d 2, 2 d y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? d, d q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
and for d G m, say d s m q r,
w s 2 r q 1, 2m 2 r q 2, 2m y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 2 r q 2, 2m 2 r q 3, 2m y 1 ??? d, d q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
Case 2. n is odd, say n s 2m q 1,
For d F m
w s 1, 2 d 2, 2 d y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? d, d q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
and for d ) m, say d s m q r,
w s 2 r , 2m q 1 2 r q 1, 2m ??? d , d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 2 r q 1, 2m q 1 2 r q 2, 2m ??? d, d q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
Žd. < yThe expression for f in the Local Coordinates x 'sUl b
0Ž . X < y Žd. 0Ž .As above, for f g H GrB, L , let f s f . Let p g H GrB, L .Ul w v dŽd. Ž .  4Let w s a , . . . , a . Let b , . . . , b be the set of all a such that1 d 1 r k
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 4 Ž  4.  4a F d. Let c , . . . , c resp. h , . . . , h be the complement of b , . . . , bk 1 s 1 s 1 r
 4 Ž  4.in 1, . . . , d resp. a , . . . , a . We have1 d
k0 dH GrB, L s H V .Ž .Ž .vd
Taking the monomial differential operator D s F ??? F , the factŽc , h . Žc , h .s 1 1 s
that e n ??? n e n e n ??? n e is present in the expression for DQb b h h id1 r 1 s
 4 Ž  Ž . Pd4.as a linear combination of the Q 's s e n ??? n e , i , . . . , i g Wd i i 1 d1 d
Ž Žd..Ximplies that x ??? x occurs with a nonzero coefficient in pŽc , h . Žc , h . w1 s s 1
Ž . Ž Žd..Xcf. Proposition 4.2 . Any other monomial in P may be obtained asw
 4follows. Fix a pair t , s g S . Choose Y s y , 1 F j F p , 1 F t F s suchs t j t
that
y f h , 1 F m F t y 1 , c - y - ??? - y - h . 4t j s Žm. t Ž t . t1 t p s Ž t .t
The corresponding monomial in pX is given byw
f t , s , Y s x x ??? x x .Łw Ž y , h . Ž y , y . Ž y , y . Žc , y .t p s Ž t . t p y1 t p t1 t 2 t Ž t . t1t t t1FtFs
Ž .Note that any c - any h . This is because a typical monomial differen-l k
tial operator D such that in the expression for DQ as a linear combina-id
tion of the Q 's, Q occurs with a nonzero coefficient is of the formd w
F F ??? F FŽ y , h . Ž y , y . Ž y , y . Žc , y .t p s Ž t . t p y1 t p t1 t 2 t Ž t . t1t t t
Ž . Žd.notations being as above . We now apply these considerations to f ,l
l s 1, 2. For f s f Žd., we shall denote f X by just f. We now distinguish thel
following two cases.
Case 1. n is even, say n s 2m.
Žd.  4  4For u s w , d - m, i s 1, 2, we have s s d, c , . . . , c s 1, . . . , d .i 1 s
Žd.  4For u s w , d G m, say d s m q r, we have s s d y 2 r, c , . . . , c1 1 s
 4s 2 r q 1, . . . , d
For u s w Žd., d G m, say d s m q r, we have s s d y 2 r y 1,2
 4  4c , . . . , c s 2 r q 2, . . . , d1 s
Ž .If d - m, then we have, modulo x , i q j F 2 dŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x1 Ž1 , 2 d. Ž2 , 2 dy1. Žd , dq1.
Ž .and modulo x , i q j F 2 d q 1Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .2 Ž1 , 2 dq1. Ž2 , 2 d. Žd , dq2.
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Ž .If d G m, then we have, modulo x , i q j F 2 dŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x1 Ž2 rq1, 2 m. Ž2 rq2, 2 my1. Žd , dq1.
Ž .and modulo x , i q j F 2 d q 1Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .2 Ž2 rq2, 2 m. Ž2 rq3, 2 my1. Žd , dq2.
Case 2. n is odd, say n s 2m q 1.
Žd.  4  4For u s w , d F m, i s 1, 2, we have s s d, c , . . . , c s 1, . . . , d .i 1 s
For u s w Žd., d ) m, say d s m q r, we have s s d y 2 r q 1,1
 4  4c , . . . , c s 2 r, . . . , d .1 s
Žd.  4For u s w , d ) m, say d s m q r, we have s s d y 2 r, c , . . . , c2 1 s
 4s 2 r q 1, . . . , d .
Ž .If d F m, then modulo x , i q j F 2 dŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x1 Ž1 , 2 d. Ž2 , 2 dy1. Žd , dq1.
Ž .and modulo x , i q j F 2 d q 1Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .2 Ž1 , 2 dq1. Ž2 , 2 d. Žd , dq2.
Ž .If d ) m, then modulo x , i q j F 2 dŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x1 Ž2 r , 2 mq1. Ž2 rq1, 2 m. Žd , dq1.
Ž .and modulo x , i q j F 2 d q 1i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .2 Ž2 rq1, 2 mq1. Ž2 rq1, 2 m. Žd , dq2.
Ž .Remark A . i Considering the lower triangular matrix of variablesn
Ž .x , x s 0, i - j, x s 1, we observe that in the above construc-i j 1F i, jF n i j i i
tion, starting with x , at each step, the variables along the diagonal are21
Žpicked up. Here, by a diagonal we mean the set of all entries x such thatk l
.the sum k q l is the same .
Ž .ii Note that in the above construction of F, we have one degree of
w 0Ž .freedom. Since choosing just one section from H GrB, L wasv ny 1
0Ž . xenough for constructing the desired section F in H GrB, L .2 r
Type Cn
Let V s k 2 n together with a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žform , and G s Sp V . Taking the matrix of the form , with
 4 .respect to the standard basis e , . . . , e of V to be E, the antidiagonal1 2 n
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Ž .d , . . . , d where d s "1 according as i F or ) n, we may realize1 2 n i
Ž . Ž .s Ž . Ž .G s Sp V as the fixed point set SL V , where s : SL V “ SL V is
Ž . Žt .y1 y1the involution given by s A s E A E , and W may be identified with
<a ??? a g S a s 2n q 1 y a , 1 F i F 2n . 4Ž .1 2 n 2 n i 2 nq1yi
For 1 F i F 2n, we shall denote
iX s 2n q 1 y i .
For 1 F d F n, W Pd may be identified with
 4a , . . . , a , 1 F a - a - ??? - a F 2n N if i g a , . . . , a , Ž .1 d 1 2 d 1 d
X  4then i f a , . . . , a .41 d
Ž .Denoting H s SL V , let T be the maximal torus in H consisting of2 n
diagonal matrices. Then s induces an involution on the character group
Ž . w Ž .xX T s Hom T , G , namely,2 n 2 n m
s e s ye , 1 F i F 2n.Ž .i 2 nq1yi
Ž . qŽ . Ž . w qŽ .xFurther s leaves R H , and R H stable; and R G resp. R G may
Ž . w qŽ .xbe identified with the orbit space R H resp. R H modulo the action
Ž w x .of s see L-S for details . We have1
e y e , if 1 F i - j F n ,¡ i j
q ~e q e , if 1 F i - j F n ,R G sŽ . i j¢2e , if 1 F i F n.i
Ž . Ž .For 1 F i, j F 2n, i / j, i, j considered as an element in S shall2 n
denote the transposition of i and j.
C.1. The Elements, F , b g Rq, in the Che¤alley Basis for gb
The involution s induces an involution
s : sl 2n “ sl 2n , A ‹ yE tA Ey1 s E tA EŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž y1 .note that E s yE . In particular, we have
yE X X , if i , j are both F n or both ) n ,j i
s E sŽ .i j ½ X X  4E , if one of i , j is F n and the other ) n.j i
We have
< tg s A g sl 2n E A E s A .Ž . Ž . 4
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Under the above identification, we have
F s E y E X X , F s E X q E X , F s E X .e ye ji i j e qe j i i j 2 e i ii j i j i
Ž w x .See L for details.2
C.2. The set Rq
q <Each b g R may be identified as e y e for suitable i, j, 1 F i F n,Ti j G
wj F 2n, i - j Here, T s G l T , and for j ) n, e as an element ofG 2 n j
Ž . w x . xXX T is to be understood as ye . See L-S for details .G j 1
0Ž .The Section F g H GrB, L2 r
Žd. Žd. 0ŽHere again we are going to define elements f , f in H GrB,1 2
. Žn. 0Ž . Žd.L , 1 F d - n, and f in H GrB, L so that F s Ł f will havev 1 v l, d ld nw Žn. Ž y. xthe required property. Here, f s p which of course is ’ 1 on U .2 id
These are defined similar to Type A . Let 1 F d F n. Setn
w s 1, 2 d 2, 2 d y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? d, d q 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
Žd. Žd. <f s p , l s 1, 2Gl wl , d
Ž Žd..for d s n, we define only w , f . Here, w , l s 1, 2 need not belong1, d 1 l, d
Ž . Žd.to W. We look at them as elements in W H , and p , l s 1, 2 willwl, d
Ž . Žd.have the same meaning as in the SL n case. We have in fact f s p ,l t , fl l
l s 1, 2 for suitable admissible pairs t , f which we now describe. Con-l l
sider f g H2 V given by
f s e n e q e n e q ??? qe n e .1 2 n 2 2 ny1 n nq1
Then we have
k0 d nq1yd<H GrB, L s ¤ g H V ¤ n f s 0 . 4Ž .vd
In particular we have
Q s e n ??? n e .id 1 d
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Set
2 d , if l s 1,t s ½ 2 d q 1, if l s 2,
d q 1, if l s 1,s s ½ d q 2, if l s 2,
q s n q s y t .
Ž Ž . .Note that q s n q 1 y d is the same in both cases.
For 1 F i F n, 1 F j F 2n, i - j, x shall denote the affine coordinateŽ i, j.
w Ž .x . here, for j ) n, e as an element of X T is to be understood ase ye j Gi j
x Ž Žd..XXye . A typical monomial in f may be described as follows. As in thej l
Ž . Žd. Ž .SL n case, let us write w s a , . . . , a . Note that with notations as inl, d 1 d
Ž .  4  4the SL n case, we have, c , . . . , c s 1, . . . , d . Fix a pair u , s g S .1 d d
 4Choose Y s y , 1 F j F p , 1 F u F d such thatu j u
y f a , aX , 1 F m F u y 1 , u u - y - ??? - y - a . 4 Ž .u j s Žm. s Žm. u1 u p s Žu.u
Ž Žd..XThe corresponding monomial in f is given byl
f u , s , Y s x x ??? x x .Łl Ž y , a . Ž y , y . Ž y , y . Žu Žu. , y .u p s Žu. u p y1 u p u1 u2 u1u u u1FuFd
If d s n, or t F n, then f Žd. are extremal weight vectors, and as in thel
Ž . Ž .SL n case, we have modulo x , i q j F 2 dŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x1 Ž1 , 2 d. Ž2 , 2 dy1. Žd , dq1.
Ž .and modulo x , i q j F 2 d q 1Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .2 Ž1 , 2 dq1. Ž2 , 2 d. Žd , dq2.
Let then d F n y 1, and t ) n. Let us write t s kX, for some k F n. We
distinguish the following two cases.
Case 1. k - s
We have
XX X XŽd.w s s, s q 1, . . . , n , n , n y 1 , . . . , s , . . . , k .Ž .Ž .l , d
Further
f Žd. s pl t , f
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Ž w x .  4cf. L where t , f is the admissible pair given by2
XX Xf s q , q q 1, . . . , k y 1, n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .
X X XX Xt s s, s q 1, . . . , n , s y 1 , s y 2 , . . . , k , k y 1 , . . . , q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Hence as in the SL n -case, we obtain modulo x , i q j F tŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .l Ž1 , t . Ž2 , ty1. Žd , s.
w u , s , YNote that x x ??? x is simply the monomial f , with u s id,Ž1, t . Ž2, ty1. Žd, s. l
Ž . xs s d ??? 1 , and Y s B.
Case 2. k G s
We have
XX XŽd.w s s, s q 1, . . . , k , . . . , n , n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .l , d
f Žd. s p ,l t , f
 4where t , f is the admissible pair given by
XX Xf s q , q q 1, . . . , k y 1, n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .
X X Xt s s, s q 1, . . . , k y 1, k , . . . , n , s y 1 , s y 2 , . . . , q .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .As above, we have modulo x , i q j F tŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .l Ž1 , t . Ž2 , ty1. Žd , s.
Remark C . Here again we have one degree of freedom in the con-n
struction of F.
Type Bn
Let V s k 2 nq1 together with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž, and G s SO V . Taking the matrix of the form , with respect to
 4 .the standard basis e , . . . , e of V to be E, the 2n q 1 = 2n q 11 2 nq1
antidiagonal matrix with 1 all long the antidiagonal except at the n q 1 =
wn q 1-th place where the entry is 2. Note that the associated quadratic
Ž 2 nq1 . 2 n . xform Q on V is given by Q Ý x e s x q Ý x x . We mayis1 i i nq1 is1 i 2 nq2yi
Ž . Ž .s Ž .realize G s SO V as the fixed point set SL V , where s : SL V “
Ž . Ž . y1Žt .y1SL V is the involution given by s A s E A E, and W may be
identified as
<W s a ??? a g S a s 2n q 2 y a , 1 F i F 2n q 1 . 4Ž .1 2 nq1 2 nq1 i 2 nq2yi
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Ž .Note that a s n q 1. For 1 F i F 2n q 1, we shall denotenq1
iX s 2n q 2 y i .
Ž .As in the case of Sp 2n , we have
e y e , if 1 F i - j F n ,¡ i j
q ~e q e , if 1 F i - j F n ,R G sŽ . i j¢e , if 1 F i F n.i
Ž . Ž .For 1 F i, j F 2n q 1, i / j, i, j considered as an element in S2 nq1
shall denote the transposition of i and j.
B.1. The Elements F , b g Rq, in the Che¤alley Basis for gb
The involution s induces an involution
s : sl 2n q 1 “ sl 2n q 1 , A ‹ yE tA E.Ž . Ž . Ž .
In particular, we have
s E s yE X X , 1 F i , j F 2n q 1.Ž .i j j i
We have
ty1g s A g sl 2n q 1 E A E s yA .Ž . Ž . 4
Under the above identification, we have
F s E y E X X , F s E X y E X , F s 2 E y E X .e ye ji i j e qe j i i j e nq1 i i nq1i j i j i
Ž w x .See L for details.2
B.2. The Set Rq
Ž . q <As in the Sp 2n case, each b g R may be identified as e y e forTi j G
X Žsuitable i, j, 1 F i F n, j F 2n q 1, i - j, j / i . Here, T s G l T ,G 2 nq1
Ž .T being the maximal torus in SL 2n q 1 consisting of diagonal2 nq1
Ž .matrices; further, for j ) n q 1, e as an element of X T is to bej G
understood as ye X , and e is to be understood as the trivial character.j nq1
w x .See L-S for details.1
0Ž .B.3. The Section F g H GrB, L2 r
Žd. Žd. 0Ž .Here again we are going to define elements f , f in H GrB, L ,1 2 v d
Žn. 0Ž . Žd.1 F d - n, and f in H GrB, L so that F s Ł f will have the1 v l, d ln
w Žn. Ž y. xrequired property. Here, f s p which of course is ’ 1 on U .2 id
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For d s n, we set w s s ??? s , and define f Žn. s p . For 1 F d1, n e e 1 w1 n 1, n
F n y 1, the elements f Žd., l s 1, 2, are defined similar to Type C . Wel n
distinguish the following two cases.
Case 1. n is even, say n s 2m.
For d - m, set
w s 1, 2 d 2, 2 d y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? d, d q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
For d ) m, d / n, set
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? 2 r , n q 2 2 r q 1, nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
? 2 r q 2, n y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž .
w s 1, 2 d q 2 2, 2 d q 1 ??? 2 r q 1, n q 2 2 r q 2, nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
? 2 r q 3, n y 1 ??? d, d q 2 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Here r is given by d s m q r. For d s m
w s 1, 2 d 2, 2 d y 1 ??? d , d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 1, n q 2 2, n 3, n y 1 ??? d , d q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
Case 2. n is odd, say n s 2m q 1.
For d F m, set
w s 1, 2 d 2, 2 d y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? d, d q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
For d ) m, d / n, say d s m q r, where r F m, set
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? 2 r y 1, n q 2 2 r , nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
? 2 r q 1, n y 1 ??? d , d q 1 ,Ž . Ž .
w s 1, 2 d q 2 2, 2 d q 1 ??? 2 r , n q 2 2 r q 1, nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
? 2 r q 2, n y 1 ??? d , d q 2 .Ž . Ž .
Set
Žd. Žd. <f s p , l s 1, 2, d - n ,Gl wl , d
f Žd. s pŽd. , d s n.1 w1 , d
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w Žd. 0Ž . xNote that f g H GrB, L . For 1 F i F n, 1 F j F 2n q 1, i - j,l v d
X wj / i , x shall denote the affine coordinate x the convention forŽ i, j. e yei j
Ž . x Ž .e , j ) n as an element of X T being as above . As in the Sp 2n case, aj G
Ž Žd..Xtypical monomial in f , 1 F d F n y 1 may be described as follows.l
Žd. Ž . Ž .Write w s a , . . . , a . Note that with notations as in the SL n case,l, d 1 d
 4  4 we have, c , . . . , c s 1, . . . , d . Fir a pair u , s g S . Choose Y s y , 11 d d u j
4F j F p , 1 F u F d such thatu
y f a , aX 1 F m F u y 1 , y / yX , 4u j s Žm. s Žm. u j u jy1
u u - y - ??? - y - a .Ž . u1 u p s Žu.u
w Ž . x Ž Žd..XHere, y s u u . The corresponding monomial in f is given byu0 l
f u , s , Y s x x ??? x x .Łl Ž y , a . Ž y , y . Ž y , y . Žu Žu. , y .u p s Žu. u p y1 u p u1 u2 u1u u u1FuFd
Ž .Let n s 2m resp. 2m q 1 . If d - m, or d s m, n s 2m, and l / 2, then
Žd. Ž .f are extremal weight vectors, and as in the SL n case, we have modulol
Ž .x , i q j F 2 d ,Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x1 Ž1 , 2 d. Ž2 , 2 dy1. Žd , dq1.
Ž .and modulo x , i q j F 2 d q 1 ,Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .2 Ž1 , 2 dq1. Ž2 , 2 d. Žd , dq2.
Ž .Let d F n y 1, and d G m if d s m, and n s 2m, then l s 2 .
Set
2 d q 1, if l s 1,t s ½ 2 d q 2, if l s 2,
d q 1, if l s 2,s s ½ d q 2, if l s 2,
q s n q 1 q s y t .
w Ž . xNote that q s n q 1 y d is the same in both cases. We have, t G n q 2.
X Ž .Let us write t s k , for some k F n. As in the Sp 2n case, we distinguish
the following two cases.
Case 1. k - s.
We have
XX X XŽd.w s s, s q 1, . . . , n , n , . . . , n y 1 , . . . , s , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .l , d
f Žd. s p ,l t , f
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Ž w x .  4cf. L where t , f is the admissible pair given by2
XX Xf s q , q q 1, . . . , k y 1, n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .
X X XX Xt s s, s q 1, . . . , n , s y 1 , s y 2 , . . . , k , k y 1 , . . . , q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Hence as in the SL n case, we obtain modulo x , i q j F tŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .l Ž1 , t . Ž2 , ty1. Žd , s.
w u , s , YNote that x x ??? x is simply the monomial f , with u s id,Ž1, t . Ž2, ty1. Žd, s. l
Ž . xs s d ??? 1 , and Y s B.
Case 2. k G s.
We have
XX XŽd.w s s, s q 1, . . . , k , . . . , n , n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .l , d
f Žd. s p ,l t , f
 4where t , f is the admissible pair given by
XX Xf s q , q q 1, . . . , k y 1, n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .
X X Xt s s, s q 1, . . . , k y 1, k , . . . , n , s y 1 , s y 2 , . . . , q .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .As in the Sp 2n case, we have for d - n, modulo x , i q j F tŽ i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .l Ž1 , t . Ž2 , ty1. Žd , s.
Ž .And for d s n, we have modulo x , i q j F 2n q 1Ž i, j.
f Žn. ’ x x ??? x .1 e e e1 2 n
Ž  4  Note that x , i q j F 2n q 1 corresponds to x , b g e y e , 1 F lŽ i, j. b l m
44 Ž .- m F n, e q e , 1 F l - m F n ; note also that F ??? F p s cp ,l m e e w id1 n 1, nU .c g k .
Remark B . Here again we have one degree of freedom in the con-n
struction of F.
Type Dl
Let V s k 2 n together with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž, and G s SO V . Taking the matrix of the form , with respect to
 4 . Ž .the standard basis e , . . . , e of V to be E, the antidiagonal 1, . . . , 1 ,1 2 n
Ž . Ž .swe may realize G s SO V as the fixed point set SL V , where s :
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Žt .y1SL V “ SL V is the involution given by s A s E A E, and W may
Ž . <be identified with a ??? a g S a s 2n q 1 y a , 1 F i F 2n1 2 n 2 n i 2 nq1yi
 < 4 4and a i, 1 F i F n a ) n is e¤en . For 1 F i F 2n, we shall denotei
iX s 2n q 1 y i .
Ž .As in the case of Sp 2n , we have
e y e , if 1 F i - j F n ,i jqR G sŽ . ½ e q e , if 1 F i - j F n.i j
Ž . Ž .For 1 F i, j F 2n, i / j, i, j considered as an element in S shall2 n
denote the transposition of i and j.
D.1. The Elements F , b g Rq, in the Che¤alley Basis for gb
The involution s induces an involution
s : sl 2n “ sl 2n , A ‹ yE tA E.Ž . Ž . Ž .
In particular, we have
s E s yE X X .Ž .i j j i
We have
< tg s A g sl 2n E A E s yA .Ž . Ž . 4
Under the above identification, we have
F s E y E X X , F s E X y E X .e ye ji i j e qe j i i ji j i j
Ž w x .See L for details.2
D.2. The Set Rq
q <Each b g R may be identified as e y e for suitable i, j, 1 F i F n,Ti j G
X wj F 2n, i - j, j / i . Here, T s G l T , T being the maximal torus inG 2 n 2 n
Ž .SL 2n consisting of diagonal matrices, and for j ) n, e as an element ofj
Ž . w x xXX T is to be understood as ye . See L-S for details.G j 1
0Ž .D.3 The Section F g H GrB, L2 r
Žd. Žd. 0Ž .Here again we are going to define elements f , f in H GrB, L ,1 2 v d
Žn. 0Ž . Žd.1 F d - n, and f in H GrB, L so that F s Ł f will have the1 v l, d lnw Žn. Ž y. xrequired property. Here, f s p which of course is ’ 1 on U .2 id
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These are defined similar to Type C . Let 1 F d F n y 2. Setn
w s 1, 2 d 2, 2 d y 1 ??? d, d q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1, d
w s 1, 2 d q 1 2, 2 d ??? d, d q 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .2, d
For d s n y 1, set
w s s s ??? s ,1, d e qe e qe e qe1 3 2 4 ny2 n
w s s s ??? s s .2, d e qe e qe e qe e ye1 2 2 3 ny2 ny1 ny1 n
For d s n, set
w s s , w s id.1, d e qe 2, dny 1 n
Set
Žd. Žd. <f s p , l s 1, 2, d - n y 1.Gl wl , d
f Žd. s pŽd. , l s 1, 2, d s n y 1, n.l w l , d
Ž .As in the Sp 2n case, we set for 1 F d F n y 2,
2 d , if l s 1,t s ½ 2 d q 1, if l s 2,
d q 1, if l s 1,s s ½ d q 2, if l s 2,
q s n q s y t .
w Ž . xNote that q s n q 1 y d is the same in both cases. For 1 F i F n,
X wj F 2n, i - j, j / i , x shall denote the affine coordinate x . Here,Ž i, j. e yei j
Ž . xXfor j - n, e as an element of X T is to be understood as ye . As inj G j
Ž . Ž Žd..Xthe Sp 2n case, a typical monomial in f , 1 F d F n y 2, may bel
Žd. Ž .described as follows. Write w s a , . . . , a . Note that with notations asl, d 1 d
Ž .  4  4in the SL n case, we have c , . . . , c s 1, . . . , d . Fix a pair u , s g S .1 d d
 4Choose Y s y , 1 F j F p , 1 F u F d such thatu j u
y f a , aX , 1 F m F u y 1 , y / yX , 4u j s Žm. s Žm. u j u jy1
u u - y - ??? - y - a .Ž . u1 u p s Žu.u
w Ž . x Ž Žd..XHere, y s u u . The corresponding monomial in f is given byu0 l
f u , s , Y s x x ??? x x .Łi Ž y , a . Ž y , y . Ž y , y . Žu Žu. , y .u p s Žu. u p y1 u p u1 u2 u1u u u1FuFd
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For d F n y 2, if t F n, then f Žd. are extremal weight vectors, and as inl
Ž . Ž .the SL n case, we have modulo x , i q j F 2 d ,Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x1 Ž1 , 2 d. Ž2 , 2 dy1. Žd , dq1.
Ž .and modulo x , i q j F 2 d q 1 ,Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .2 Ž1 , 2 dq1. Ž2 , 2 d. Žd , dq2.
Let then d F n y 2, and t ) n. Let us write t s kX, for some k F n. Then
Ž w x .we have cf. L ,2
f Žd. s p ,l t , f
where t , f are given as follows. If k - s, then
XX Xf s q , q q 1, . . . , k y 1, n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .
X X XX Xt s s, s q 1, . . . , n , s y 1 , s y 2 , . . . , k , k y 1 , . . . , q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
If k G s, then
XX Xf s q , q q 1, . . . , k y 1, n , n y 1 , . . . , k ,Ž .Ž .
X X Xt s s, s q 1, . . . , k y 1, k , . . . , n , s y 1 , s y 2 , . . . , q .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž Ž . . Ž .We have as in the Sp 2n case , for d F n y 2, modulo x , i q j F t ,Ž i, j.
f Žd. ’ x x ??? x .l Ž1 , t . Ž2 , ty1. Žd , s.
 4  Now x , i q j F 2n y 2 corresponds to x , b g e y e , 1 F l - m Fi j b l m
44n, l F n y 2, e q e , 1 F l - m F n, l q 3 F m . Hence we obtain thatl m
 modulo x , b g e y e , 1 F l - m F n, l F n y 2, e q e , 1 F l - mb l m l m
44F n, l q 3 F m .
f Žny1. ’ x x ??? x ,1 e qe e qe e qe1 3 2 4 ny2 n
 and modulo x , b g e y e , 1 F l - m F n, l F n y 2, e q e , 1 F lb l m l m
44- m F n, l q 2 F m
f Žny1. ’ x x ??? x x .2 e qe e qe e qe e ye1 2 2 3 ny2 ny1 ny1 n
 Now going modulo x , b g e y e , 1 F l - m F n, e q e , 1 F l - mb l m l m
44F n, l F n y 2 , we get
f Žn. ’ x .1 e qeny 1 n
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Remark D . Here again we have one degree of freedom in the con-n
struction of F.
Type G2
w xIn the discussion below, we follow the notations in L . Let G be of type1
q G . We take the total order on R as a , a q a , a , 2a q a , 3a q2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1
4 Ž .a , 3a q 2a actually, one can work with any total order . Define2 1 2
0Ž .f g H GrB, L , i s 1, 2 as follows:i v 1
f s p , f s p .1 s 2 s s1 2 1
0Ž .Define g g H GrB, L , i s 1, 2 as follows:i v 2
g s p , g s p .1 s s s , s 2 s s s s2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
Set
F s P f g .i , j i j
n1 nr Ž .For a monomial differential operator D s F ??? F , DQ s Q in Vb b id s v1 r 1 1
w Žm Ý b n s a by weight considerations; note that wt f s y a q1F iF r i i 1 1 1
.xa . Hence we obtain2
f s x .1 a1
Similarly, we have
f ’ x mod x ,Ž .Ž .2 a qa a1 2 1
g ’ x x mod x , x ,Ž .Ž .1 a 2 a qa a a qa2 1 2 1 1 2
g ’ x x mod x , x , x , x .Ž .Ž .2 3a qa 3a q2 a a a a qa 2 a qa1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .Note that wt f s ya , wt g s ya , wt g s 3a q a .2 1 1 1 2 1 2
Thus using the results of Sections 1 and 2, we obtain the following
theorem.
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a simple of type A , B , C , D , or G . Thenn n n n 2
GrB is Frobenius split. Further, for any parabolic subgroup Q, GrQ is
Frobenius split.
5. THE DISCUSSION OF G r Q
In this section, we give an alternate proof for the Frobenius-split
property for GrQ, in the same spirit as in Section 4, namely, we exhibit a
section of Ky1 which has residual normal crossing at e ; further, thisG r Q id
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has again maximum multiplicity at e . First of all we recall thatid
Ky1 s L , l s b .ÝG r Q l
q qbgR yRQ
Also observe that while writing the power series expansion for any f in
0Ž .  4H GrB, L in terms of the local coordinates x 's, in a neighborhood ofl b
Ž . q qe cf. Lemma 4.2 , only the b 's belonging to R y R need be consid-id Q
ered.
Type Al
Ž . Ž .Let G s SL n , n s l q 1 . Let Q s P l P ??? l P , where for 1 F ii i i1 2 r
F l, P denotes the maximal parabolic subgroup corresponding to ``omit-i
ting a .'' Then it can be checked easily thati
Ky1 s i y i v ,Ž .ÝG r Q tq1 ty1 i t
1FtFr
where i s 0, and i s n.0 rq1
As in Section 4, we shall denote the local coordinates at e by x ,id Žk , l .
where k - l, and if i q 1 F k F i y 1, then l G i . We now definety1 t t
Ž t . 0Ž . Žf g H GrB, L , 1 F j F m , where m s i y i resp. i yj v t t tq1 ty1 tq1i t
. Ž .i y 1 , if t - resp. s r, as follows. Let k s i y i . For 1 F i -ty1 t t ty1
j F n, we set
w s i , j i y 1, j q 1 ??? a , b ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j i , j i , j
where
1, i q j y 1 , if n G i q j y 1,Ž .
a , b s )Ž .Ž .i , j i , j ½ i q j y n , n , if n - i q j y 1.Ž .
w Ž . xRecall that i, j denotes the transposition of i and j. We define
f Ž t . s pŽ i t . ,j w , lk t jt j
where
i q j, i q 1 , if 1 F j F k y 1,Ž .ty1 t tk , l sŽ .t j t j ½ i , i q j q 1 , if k F j F m .Ž .t ty1 t t
For i - j, set
X s x x ??? x ,i , j Ž i , j. Ž iy1, jq1. Ža , b .i j i j
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Ž . Ž .where a , b is given by ) above. Then as in Section 4, we obtain thati, j i, j
Ž .modulo x , k q l F i q i q jk l ty1 t
f Ž t . ’ X .j Žk , l .t j t j
wNote that for all x appearing in X , we have u q ¤ s i q i q ju¤ Žk , l . ty1 tt j t jxq 1. Set
F s P f Ž t . .t , j j
Then as in Section 4, F has residual normal crossing at e .id
Remark 5.1. As in Section 4, starting with x , at each step all of thei q1 i1 1
Ž .variables along the diagonal in the same sense as in Remark A aren
picked up.
 <Remark 5.2. Let Z s w , l s 1, 2, 1 F d F n y 1 for at least on i ,l, d t
Ž . 4 Žp w / id . Here w are the elements in S as constructed in Sectioni l, d l, d nt
.  Ž t .4  Žnl, d .4, Type A . Then the f constructed above is simply p , w g Zn j v l, dl, d
Ž . 4 wand n is the largest i such that p w / id . In fact, n is thel, d t i l, d l, dt
Ž . Ž . xlargest i such that i - 2 d resp. 2 d q 1 , if l s 1 resp. l s 2 .t t
Remark 5.3. Here again, we have one degree of freedom in the
construction of F, since we chose only n y i y 1 sections fromr
0Ž .H GrB, L .v i t
II. Types B , C , Dn n n
Consider the set Z as described in Remark 5.2 above, w Žd. being thei
elements as constructed in Section 4, Type B , C , D , respectively. Wen n n
consider an element in Z as an element in the corresponding symmetric
group. As in Remark 5.2, given w g Z, let n be the largest i such thatw t
Ž . Žnw .p w / Id. Then F s P p has a residual normal crossing at e .i w g Z w idt
III. Type G2
w xIn the discussion below, we follow the notations in L .1
Ž .i Q s P .a2
We have, Ky1 s 5v . SetG r Q 1
f s p , f s p , f s p ,1 s 2 s s 3 s s s1 2 1 1 2 1
f s p , f s p .4 s s s s 5 s s s , s s2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
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It is easily checked that
f s x , f ’ x mod x ,Ž .Ž .1 a 2 a qa a1 1 2 1
f ’ x mod x , x ,Ž .Ž .3 3a qa a a qa1 2 1 1 2
f ’ x mod x , x , x ,Ž .Ž .4 3a q2 a a a qa 3a qa1 2 1 1 2 1 2
f ’ x mod x , x , x , x .Ž .Ž .5 2 a qa a a qa 3a qa 3a q2 a1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
w Ž .Note that wt p s y a q a , wt p s ya , wt p s a , ands 1 2 s s 1 s s s 11 2 1 1 2 1
Ž . xwt p s a q a , wt p s 0.s s s s 1 2 s s s , s s2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
Ž .ii Q s P .a1
We have Ky1 s 3v . SetG r Q 2
f s q , f s p , f s p .1 s s , s 2 s s s , s 3 s s s s1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
It is easily checked that
f s x , f ’ x x mod x ,Ž .Ž .1 a qa 2 2 a qa a a qa1 2 1 2 2 1 2
f ’ x x mod x , x , x .Ž .Ž .3 3a qa 3a q2 a a qa 2 a qa a1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2
w Ž .Note that wt q s y 2a q a , wt p s ya , and wt ps s , s 1 2 s s s , s 1 s s s s1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
s 3a q a .1 2
Thus we obtain an independent proof for the Frobenius-split property
for any GrQ, where G is simple of type A , B , C , D , or G , and Q isn n n n 2
any parabolic subgroup.
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